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Music rhythm, melody, harmony, and color. In melody, harmony, texture and to be sounded by one or more voices or instruments, or both can easily understand music. When a teacher start to sing their lips magically shut off and they stop then start to sing with their teacher. Unfortunately, this applies all too often to singers as well! In singing we tend to focus only on what is coming out of our mouths and feel it spiritually. We begin to experience the silence and peace environment going on around us: other singers, the accompaniment, fire alarms… and any other noise that might distract us from listening to our own voice! The school and music teacher improve and develop the talents of their pupils and create a group that will enhance and increase their skills in music. Most of us enjoys music, whether by listening to it, singing, viewing or playing an instrument. Musical training helps develop language, reasoning and intellectual. Students who have early musical training will develop the areas of the brain related to language, reasoning and intellectual development.
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